AirSenz fragrances
AirSenz™ 3000 shot-metered air fresheners have
been developed in partnership with some of the
world’s finest fragrance houses and draw upon
extensive research into modern sensory preferences.
AirSenz™ product’s combine the use of exquisite
blended oils, micron release technology and malodour
counteractants to deliver outstanding, long lasting
and consistent performance.
AirSenz™ metered aerosols use safe formulations and
are fully compliant with EU regulations. The product is
compatible with the majority of dispensing systems in
the worldwide market. Please contact us if you require
material safety data sheets or consult our website for
a downloadable version.
Fragrances have a profound effect on an individual’s
mood and their perception of the environment around
them. They have the power to awaken, relax, energise
and even evoke memories. The AirSenz™ range
offers 14 distinctive fragrances that are split into
three aroma groups.

AirSenz™ fragrance dispensing systems
The AirSenz™ range of stylish dispensers have been
specifically designed with our customers needs and the
end user in mind. This is why we offer 5 types of
dispenser as there is no one-fits-all solution. The

descriptions below will explain which dispenser best
meets your requirements. The dispensers are designed
to use with metered fragrances and insecticides.

Airsenz™ Digital
Most competitors systems claim to offer flexibility but in fact
have settings that limit the efficient use of the fragrance refills
in order to maximise consumable sales. The AirSenz™
Digital dispenser provides genuine programmability for the
service company. Simple programming options allow the
machine to operate during very specific time periods when
odour control is actually required.

Product code: A2.
24 hour built in clock.
On/off spray time function.
1-60 minutes spray interval
options.
Day off settings (no limitations).
Tester switch.
Can refill indicator.
Days to next service display.
Chemical-resistant plastic
(Insectide compatible).
12 month battery life (2 x D-cell).
Solid construction.
Low battery indicator.
Lockable.
5 year guarantee.
Dimensions:
H245 x W100 x D80mm.
Boxed quantity: 12.
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Airsenz™ Deluxe
This dispenser offers simple switch programming for 12 or
24 hour day/night operation. There is also a function for
use with 6000 shot sprays (double longevity). AirSenzTM
Deluxe combines increased economy of use with quick
and easy programming.
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Product code: A0.
12/24 hour operation.
7.5/15/30 min spray intervals
(15/30/60 days for 24 hour usage).
Low Battery LED.
3000/6000 shot can option.
Solid construction.
Tester switch.
Can refill LED.
Chemical resistant plastic
(Insectide compatible).
12 month battery life (2 x D-cell).
Lockable.
5 year guarantee.
Dimensions:
H245 x W100 x D80mm.
Boxed quantity: 12.
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